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1. To Name the Athletic Fields at the Cypress Street Playground the "Thomas P. Hennessey Fields at Cypress Street Playground". (Selectmen)

2014 SPECIAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT REPORT

The Board of Selectmen and Advisory Committee respectfully submit the following report on Articles in the Warrant to be acted upon at the 2014 Special Town Meeting to be held on Tuesday, November 18, 2014 at 8:00 pm.

Note: The following pages of this report are numbered consecutively under each article.
ARTICLE 1

FIRST ARTICLE

Submitted by: Board of Selectmen

To see if the Town will approve the name of the athletic fields at the Cypress Street Playground, a town playground designated as Lot 195, Block 09-00 in the Town Assessor’s Atlas, as the “Thomas P. Hennessey Fields at Cypress Street Playground”,
or act on anything relative thereto.

PETITIONER’S ARTICLE DESCRIPTION

On August 12, 2014, the Naming Committee voted 4-1-1 to recommend to Town Meeting that the athletic fields at the Cypress Street Playground be named the “Thomas P. Hennessey Fields at Cypress Street Playground”. The Committee added the provision that the name would terminate ten years after passage by Town Meeting. This followed a unanimous vote from the Park and Recreation Commission in support of the naming of the athletic fields, although the 10-year term limit was not part of the Commission’s vote.

This change was recommended by former Selectmen Donna Kalikow, Joe Geller, Mike Merrill and Bob Allen who thought it was an appropriate site to honor the memory of Tom Hennessey. Mr. Hennessey’s supporters have also established a 501c3 in order to provide scholarships in his name and to provide support for field maintenance. Tom Hennessey served as a member of the Board of Selectmen for two terms, including one as Chair and as a member of the School Committee for nine years, including two as Chair. He was also an outstanding athlete participating in football, basketball and track while at Brookline High School. He then went on to play football at Holy Cross and was a member of the Boston Patriots from 1965-1966.

After hearing the testimony of several family, friends and colleagues, the Naming Committee agreed that naming the fields after Tom Hennessey was a fitting honor. Themes of integrity, humility and leadership were woven throughout all the stories retold by family and friends. It was clear that Tom Hennessey was an exemplary leader and role model. Naming the fields in his honor will serve as a reminder of the legacy of leadership and service for future generations to emulate.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE NAMING COMMITTEE

The Naming Committee held a public hearing on October 22, 2014 to consider Article 1 of the Special Town Meeting that is being held within the Fall Town Meeting. By a vote of 3-1-1, the Committee recommends favorable action.
Article 1, submitted by the Board of Selectmen, eliminates the sunset provision that was included in the recommendation of the Naming Committee under Article 14 of the Fall Town Meeting warrant. A majority of the Committee agreed that naming the athletic fields at the Cypress Street Playground after former Selectman and School Committee member Thomas Hennessey was a fitting honor. While continuing to express concerns about sustaining the naming right in the long term, which was their rationale for the sunset provision recommended under Article 14, the Committee acknowledged the concerns expressed by the petitioners and others about sunsetting the name of the facility and ultimately voted in favor of Article 1.

SELECTMEN’S RECOMMENDATION

Article 1 is a proposal to name the athletic fields at the Cypress Street Playground the "Thomas P. Hennessey Fields at Cypress Street Playground". The Board chose to set a Special Town Meeting within the Special Town meeting in order to eliminate the sunset provision that was present in Article 14 of the Special Town Meeting. The Board believes that honoring someone with a naming right should be done without a time limitation. Since eliminating the provision in Article 14 would be outside the scope of that warrant article, the most expeditious way to address the time frame issue was to file a separate warrant article.

Tom Hennessey served as a role model for outstanding leadership in all aspects of his life. From his days as an athlete first at Brookline High School onto Holy Cross and then with the Boston Patriots, Tom was the epitome of the humble athlete whose hard work and dedication inspired those around him to elevate their level of play. Tom Hennessey served as a member of the Board of Selectmen for two terms, including one as Chair and as a member of the School Committee for nine years, including two as Chair. Many can attest to Tom’s dedication to giving back to the town he loved so dearly. His leadership while on the Board and School Committee guided the Town through some very challenging times. His decisions were always made in a respectable and thoughtful manner with a level of empathy for those affected by the issue at hand. Tom was never self-serving and always had the best interest of the Town in mind when faced with a difficult decision. Tom was equally as dedicated in his professional life as a Boston school teacher, administrator and headmaster for almost 40 years, but it is likely his love and devotion to his family that will be his greatest accomplishment.

The Board agrees that Tom’s character, courage and leadership are worthy of this honor and therefore we unanimously voted in favor of this warrant article. Therefore, by a vote of 5-0 taken on October 14, 2014, the board recommends FAVORABLE ACTION the following:

VOTED: that the Town approve the name of the athletic fields at the Cypress Street Playground, a town playground designated as Lot 195, Block 09-00 in the
Town Assessor’s Atlas, as the “Thomas P. Hennessey Fields at Cypress Street Playground”.

----------------

ADVISORY COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION:
The Advisory Committee recommends **Favorable Action** on the following motion under Article 1 of the Special Town Meeting being held within the Fall Town Meeting, by a vote of 19 – 0 – 4:

VOTED: That the Town approve the name of the athletic fields at the Cypress Street Playground, a town playground designated as Lot 195, Block 09-00 in the Town Assessor’s Atlas, as the “Thomas P. Hennessey Fields at Cypress Street Playground.”

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION:
Please see the report offered under Article 14 of the Fall Town Meeting.
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